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SmartRoad provides condition inspections, monitoring and maintenance management information for mining haul road networks;
improving safety, productivity, and energy, and reducing cost.
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SmartRoad System Overview

The SmartRoad Solution
SmartRoad is used by site-based
operational teams that are responsible for
road and plant performance
maintenance and management; whether
as a Contractor or Mine Owner.
SmartRoad is underpinned by
autonomous and semi-autonomous road
and plant inspections (visual and
vibration) for identification and
verification of road defect and dust
performance. This is done using digital
processes, Machine Learning, and

Artificial Intelligence-enabled systems
together with performance analytics and
Dashboards; to monitor, record, score,
and report on road conditions.
SmartRoad provides a true performancebased way of managing road condition
and dust maintenance teams and their
activity; together with providing overall
road condition insights.

Site Comms

These are all seamlessly integrated into
an overall functional system. There is no
need for additional software by users.
The SmartRoad solution can be applied
to both road networks and plant
operations.

SmartRoad SmartSnap and ARID Measurement Process Overview

Audit and
SmartSnap

SmartRoad has four primary elements: a
mobile or static measurement system for
inspections, infrastructure for handling
inspection data, a Cloud-based
Performance Reporting Dashboard and
user interface, and a platform for scoring
inspections (by experts or machine).
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SmartRoad Inspection Systems

ARID: Autonomous Road Inspection
Device
This device is fitted to a vehicle. Once set
up, it autonomously does the auditing
function using an AI-enabled inspection
instrument that processes and uploads
inspection data to an inspection and
scoring dashboard. These results are
then transferred into the SmartRoad
Performance Dashboard.

SmartRoad has three types of data
acquisition systems for inspection of road
condition and dustiness – depending on
the area of application. These are based
on: semi-automated inspection of road
conditions (manual inspection),
autonomous inspection of roads and
associated conditions, and static
inspection of dustiness levels at fixed
locations at production haul roads, mine
load and dump areas, mine material
stockpiling, plant screens, conveyers
and stockpiles.

- Road inspections are autonomously
and automatically done based
on a predefined inspection
schedule and inspection zones
- No human interface is required
for visual inspection activity
when the device is moving
across the road network

SmartSnap: Semi-Automated Version
This is a manual inspection and auditing
process done by an expert; aided by
automated visual information capture.
These inspections and audits are
automatically uploaded into the
SmartRoad Performance Dashboard.
This requires a certified SmartRoad
auditor (Contractor, Mine, or
independent) who conducts the audits
on a ruggedised mobile smart device.

S-ARID: Static Version of ARID
S-ARID is a specific system for
identifying dustiness levels at locations
requiring visual evidence of dust levels
and dust suppression performance. It is
placed alongside the haul road or mining
area – typically where vehicles travel or at
material transfer locations (crushers). It
uses camera technologies with
computational vision algorithms to score
dust levels and signal dust level limits. It
has proven correlation between
analytical dust measures and human
perception of dust (for example, visual
limits due to dust). This system is also
used to count traffic volume, dust
palliative spray events, and to enable
spray truck notifications.
- Autonomous and continuous
inspection technology that is mounted
on mine-approved stands, with solar
power or electrically connected
- No human interface requirement for
actual inspection activity – only field
maintenance is required for lens
cleaning and solar panel cleaning

- Road audits are conducted manually
to a predefined audit schedule,
whilst being driven across the road
network in an approved vehicle
- An auditor is required to be trained
and certified in the system use and the
applicable mine site requirements

SmartSnap

- Unscheduled audits of critical areas
can be done, such as load and
dump and targeted plant locations

ARID

The S-ARID uses the same infrastructure
as SmartSnap and ARID; however, the
process and dust analytics are unique to
dust scoring and dust suppression
assessment. Also, the inspection
process is continuous: every time a
designated vehicle passes a location, the
dust levels are assessed. An overview of
the S-ARID system implementation is
shown here.

S-ARID Measurement Process Overview
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Data and Device Control Infrastructure
SmartRoad is an IoT (Internet of Things) - based system using computation on the edge of the network (computation on the inspection
device). An automated and fault resistant data handling infrastructure has been integrated into the system, which relies on the
user having internet access between the measurement device and the internet, and the user computer and the internet for the
Dashboards. Note however that permanent connectivity is not required. Inspections can be executed when the device is off-line.
Most connectivity types are accounted for in SmartRoad – including Wi-Fi, connected LAN, GSM – together with an option of a
dedicated internet consolidator used as a breakout for in-pit devices.

Performance Dashboards and Management Portals
ECS’s SmartRoad has dynamic Cloud-based road performance Dashboards with key road performance analytics. The Dashboards
have geospatial visualisation of road condition together with photographs of road condition and dust levels. There is also a system
management portal for self-managing the system, setting up inspections, naming roads and plant locations, and post-inspection
auditing. The databases can also be accessed and used by other mining systems.
Cloud-Based SmartRoad Dashboard
Designated Mine Owner and Contractor
personnel will be given secure access to
the Cloud-based SmartRoad Dashboard
Defects overview. One view is shown
here.
There are different contexts for the
various applications – for example, the
road functional and defect score (as
shown here) on the road network, and the
road dustiness score.

SmartRoad Current State Review and data retrieval on site

Viewing Audits and Defects
Inspected roads can be audited by
selecting any defect on the road network
map, which brings up an image of the
inspection area and the defect
information as shown. The inspection and
defect information can be further
investigated by drilling through on
Inspection or Defect Details.
The system is set up so that the user can
rescore, delete, add, and reclassify any
defect.
Audit Summary
The Audit Summary Report provides the
functionality to view audit activity for any
selected date range, road type and
defect type. This view also provides the
audit details for each defect, with visual
confirmation of the defect condition. The
visual ‘thumbnail’ can be expanded to
view the defect in more detail. For the
ARID based system, this audit also
includes vibration-based road quality
scoring. All defects can be rescored or
confirmed, or new defects found in an
image can be allocated by an expert –
post the inspection activity.

Visual Defect Evidence

Defect Audit Summary

Defect Audit Detail

Dynamic
Reporting and
Insights

Performance Reporting
The performance of roads is monitored using the Roughness Defect Score (RDS - visual) and Road Quality Score (based on vibrationbased road roughness). The snapshot shows an example of a Performance Report analysing the RDS weekly. On the S-ARID based
system, dust levels are also scored against threshold levels.
Performance Reporting is generated using Business Intelligence platforms and analytical services, resulting in dynamic reporting and
insights.
SmartRoad RDS Performance Report

SmartRoad Dust Level Scoring

Dashboard Features and Benefits
Features:

Benefits:

- Standardised performance measures

- Support for compliance on safety and operating standards

- Road management resource optimisation

- Focus on operational and natural resource optimisation

- Use of artificial intelligence and modern analytics

- Repeatability, reproducibility, accuracy

- Readily available current and historical information

- Support for supplier Contractual Performance Reviews

- Common shared information on road performance

- Mining and support teams have a view on road condition

- Autonomous road inspection

- Minimises people active in mining operations

- Automated data handling processes

- Reduces number of people for data collection and processing

- Advanced data repositories and databases

- Integration of road condition with other mining systems

- Access to Dashboards using a Smart Phone or PC

- No specialised/local software installations

- Automated notifications of events and level exceedances

- Focused road maintenance and reaction time to repair

- Dust level assessment and notifications (S-ARID)

- Water and dust palliative application is optimised

- Geospatial visualisation and images of road condition

- Auditable evidence of condition by location on road network

Machine Learning
Machine Learning is an integral part of the
SmartRoad system. At each site, there is a
phase where the system is ‘taught’ how to
identify and locate defects and dust
levels. This is done by the ECS Team with
feedback from the site operations –
creating an adaptive learning process.
Then, once acceptable defect
identification performance is achieved by
the system, it can autonomously drive the
inspection auditing process and results.
This significantly reduces the labour
required by the users in obtaining road
condition performance analytics.

SmartRoad Value Generation
Dust suppression, road surface treatment
and road maintenance activities are
costly, and any value aspects from these
activities are difficult to quantify.
SmartRoad is designed to quantify road
management value and enable deeper
value generation for the product and
services suppliers and mining operations
active in the management and control of
the functional condition of a mine haul
road network.
SmartRoad Value Elements
The adoption of SmartRoad across 15
open-pit mining operations in South Africa
has proven value. A summary of these
values, as percentages, is shown below.
Value Element

Opportunity

Productivity Improvement
Fuel (Energy) Saving
Tyre Saving
Water Saving
Tax Incentives - Section 12L
Energy Reduction
CO2 Reduction

1% to 2%
3% to 6%
10% to 18%
30% to 95%
R0.95 per kWh saved
Matched with fuel
saving

There are further associated benefits in
safety improvement, effective
management and control of hauling
speeds, and reduction in heavy mining
and plant equipment and maintenance
costs.

SmartRoad - Inclusions in
Contracted Services
Current State Review
A haul road network review is done to
understand the current state of the mining
operations, and to obtain the required
site-based data and information. This also
assesses the current interventions and
identifies operational gaps. This typically
includes site visits – comprising a
mine-wide haul road network audit. This
can be done remotely if there are
constraints to site visits.

Haul Road and Plant Baseline
Development
Based on inspection and audit
information, ECS develops credible haul
road condition baselines, which are used
for the Continuous Businesses
Improvement projects and Business Case
support. Baseline measures are also
used for performance change
measurement against agreed values.
Opportuntiy Scoping
The use of SmartRoad opens up
opportunities for cost saving and value
generation. Preliminary assessments of
these assist with adoption of SmartRoad.
ECS develops credible Opportunity
Scoping Reviews that meet the ECS
contract requirements that are based on
performance achieved at similar sites.
SmartRoad Deployment and Training
The required equipment is delivered to
site, and User Acceptance testing is done
via the live Dashboard. This Dashboard is
made ready for the site by including
preliminary road Geospatial information
(maps, road names, and inspection
zones). The user can modify and insert
new information at any time.
Training and instruction includes handson or remote demonstration of the
SmartRoad systems and processes. This
training focuses on equipment uses and
stewardship, and Dashboard use and
management by the site accountable
team members. Training encompasses a
theoretical session of working through the
User Manual which is followed by a
hands-on demonstration of the auditing
process using the mobile devices and
Dashboard. Infield haul road auditing
forms the last phase of the training.
User Manuals and on-site training are
available on the SmartRoad Dashboards.

achieve this by helping them use less
energy and resources, and by measuring
and verifying these savings.
Since we began operating in 1996, we’ve
developed a solid reputation for
innovation. Our ability to use cuttingedge technology such as performance
visualisation tools and Dashboards
provides verifiable and understandable
results to our customers ranging from
large industrial and mining companies to
commercial sites.
We believe in operational excellence
driven by data and information to
effectively run organisations and
demonstrate value. We make the
complex understandable so that our
customers can make better, more
informed decisions.
ECS is a SANAS-accredited
Measurement and Verification Inspection
Body (EEMV0004) since 2014.

“ The ECS SmartRoad

System has helped
Kumba to find better
ways to counter effects
of poor road conditions
impacting truck speeds
and premature tyre failure
whilst creating an asset
management plan for Haul
Roads.”

- Katlego Molutsi, Buy Better Spend
Better - Tswelelopele Project, Anglo
American - Kumba Iron Ore

SmartRoad is supported remotely on an
ongoing basis by an ECS Auditing Team,
equipment and information systems
Engineers, and Solution specialists.

About ECS
ECS is an award-winning, focused
technology company that delivers
high-performance productivity, energy
and emissions management solutions.
We pride ourselves on being Energy
Management and Measurement and
Verification specialists with extensive
experience and deep expertise. We strive
to empower our customers with the ability
to transform and continuously enhance
and optimise their operational processes.
Using technology as an enabler, we
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